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TechCLass LMS
Characteristics

Anywhere, Anytime
 

Focusing on the power 
of community.

Flexible
 

The platform adjusts 
itself to the user 
requirements.

Alive
 

Constantly releasing new 
powerful features.

Simple
 

An ultimate solution but 
in the most user-friendly 

way.

No limit
 

Unlimited storage, 
unlimited bandwidth, no 

hidden surprises.

Community-first
 

Focusing on the power of 
community.

TechClass LMS
Introduction

The Future of Learning Management 
Systems

TechClass learning management system (LMS) is a 
powerful, reliable, and modern solution to manage 
all	your	educational	affairs.	It	is	designed	to	redefine,	
upskill, and transform online education and help you 
deliver beautiful learning experiences.

TechClass community-focused learning environment 
empowers lecturers and universities to get genuinely 
connected to their students. It acts as a smart assistant 
by allowing lecturers to avoid consuming tasks and 
to focus on providing higher quality material.

TechClass LMS has several portals to manage all sorts 
of	educational	affairs,	from	delivering	the	content	to	
students to managing and monitoring the courses 
and	enrollments	by	lecturers,	tutors,	university	staff,	
and even parents.

TechClass learning environment leverages state-of-
the-art AI, VR, and machine learning technologies 
to understand each student’s personal preferences 
and learning style, and personalizes the learning 
experience accordingly. Each student will have a 
personalized curriculum and lots of customized 
recommendations regarding courses, course 
bundles, and programs.
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TechClass LMS
for Everyone!

TechClass LMS For Higher Education

“TechClass LMS sets you up for training success, 
no matter the type of training you offer."

TechClass LMS For Schools

TechClass LMS For Corporates

TechClass LMS
Solutions
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Why	an	LMS	is	beneficial	for	
educational institutions?

An LMS or Learning Management System is a specially 
designed system to help deliver courses via an interactive 
medium of videos, images and texts. It can also be helpful for 
keeping track and measuring the progress of each student. It 
is	also	an	effective	mode	of	education	and	will	help	teachers	
and students get connected, delivering better results in the 
long run.

TechClass LMS
for Higher Education

Why universities choose 
TechClass LMS?

TechClass community-focused learning management 
system (LMS) empowers lecturers and universities to get 
genuinely connected to their students. It acts as a smart 
assistant by allowing lecturers to avoid time-consuming 
tasks and to focus on providing higher quality material. 
It comes with collections of features to help universities 
transition from traditional methodology to online 
learning, designed from the ground up to meet the 
requirements of modern students, teachers and 
universities.

Online Assessment

Evaluate your  students 
to gather feedback and 
analyze the success of 
your courses by interactive 
assessments.

Assignments

Multimedia and interactive 
features for assignments 
making students more 
engaged.

Mobile-friendly

You can access TechClass 
LMS from anywhere, 
anytime, on any device 
with a browser.

Powerful Reporting

Generate powerful reports 
and analysis quickly using 
LMS	in-built	Artificial	
Intelligence features.
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Why should your school use an LMS?

A Learning Management System (LMS) can do wonders to 
enhance students learning experience and improve teaching 
activities, whether they’re instructor-led, self-paced or have a 
mixed learning and microlearning approach.

TechClass LMS
for Schools

Why schools choose 
TechClass LMS?

TechClass School LMS is a powerful, reliable, and 
modern	solution	to	manage	your	educational	affairs.	It	
makes the learning experience more engaging and fun 
for the students and gives you complete control over 
your	academic	affairs.

Communications

Notify students on 
submitting missing 
tasks and have a better 
communication.

Evaluation

TechClass School LMS 
helps schools and teachers 
assess and evaluate 
the performance of the 
students.

Manage Courses

Easily upload courses, 
manage users and rolls 
are operated easily with 
system administrator and 
educators.

Administration

With TechClass School 
LMS for schools, the 
administration gets easier 
and easily manageable.

Generate Reports

Teachers	can	effortlessly	
create reports. They can 
customize it to share the 
reports with the students.
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Why your organization needs an LMS?

A Learning Management System (LMS) is a specially designed 
platform to help deliver courses via an interactive medium 
of videos, images and texts online. It can also be helpful for 
keeping track and measuring the progress of each trainee by 
administration;	an	effective	mode	of	education	which	will	help	
teachers and trainees get connected, delivering better results 
in the long run in a modem and smart environment.

TechClass LMS
for Corporates

Why corporates choose 
TechClass LMS?

Whether you are small company or large-scale 
organization TechClass LMS has a great collection of 
features to help your corporation train employees, 
onboard new hires, retain employee knowledge, train 
partners and customers, enable sales teams and train 
remotely in an advanced and smart online environment.

Engaging Content

Help your trainees reach 
their peak performance 
and stay engaged in their 
development and career 
progression.

Assignments

Quick and easy content 
development tools that 
lets	you	build	different	
courses without technical 
expertise.

Powerful Reporting

Generate powerful reports 
and analysis quickly using 
LMS	in-built	Artificial	
Intelligence features.

Self-paced Learning

Self-paced learning 
removes the time pressure 
that exists during live 
training.

Customer Support

Access TechClass customer 
support center round-the-
clock even in weekends 
and holidays.

Mobile-friendly

You can access TechClass 
LMS from anywhere, 
anytime, on any device 
with a browser.
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TechClass LMS
Portals

Student Portal

The student portal makes it easy for students to 
manage their enrollments in an interactive, engaging, 
and responsive environment. Students will be fully 
supported	 from	 the	 first	moment	 in	 the	 TechClass	
platform,	 and	 right	 after	 completing	 a	 course,	 they	
can	easily	get	the	course	certificate.

Tutor Portal

The tutor portal allows tutors to join a lecturer 
in creating and maintaining the contents and 
responding to students’ messages and discussions. 
A	lecturer	can	link	several	tutors	to	a	specific	course.

Lecturer Portal

Lecturer portal enables lecturers and content 
providers to easily create courses interactive courses 
using the powerful Course Designer tool. Lecturers 
can also manage their students, assess their 
assignments, and respond to their messages and 
discussions	efficiently.

Staff	Portal

The	staff	portal	allows	the	university	and	organizations	
to manage their students, lecturers, tutors, 
programs,	courses,	and	study	groups.	University	staff	
have access to various enrollments’ analytics and 
monetary	affairs	and	can	easily	generate	report	files.

A tool for all the 
user-groups and 
stakeholders.

Admin Portal

The admin portal allows system administrators to 
manage and monitor different organizational affairs 
on the TechClass platform.
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Basic & Core

TechClass LMS
Features

Artificial	Intelligence Communication

The Basic & Core category 
includes the primary features 
that run the platform and its 
infrastructure.

The	Artificial	Intelligence	category	
includes AI-powered features to 
automatize some tasks and make 
things smarter.

The Communication category 
includes several features that 
enable users to be connected and 
communicate internally within 
the platform.

The Management category 
includes several features for the 
entity owners to manage their 
entities including organizations, 
courses, users, and etc.

The Personalized Learning 
category includes features 
to provide students with 
personalized and adaptive 
learning experiences.

The Reporting and Analytics 
category includes features 
that	 provide	 different	 types	
of analytics, statistics, and 
visualizations.

The	 Gamification	 category	
includes features that gamify 
students’ learning experiences 
to keep them engaged and 
motivated.

The Integration category includes 
features that allow users to 
integrate their with their social 
media accounts such as Google, 
LinkedIn,	Microsoft,	and	etc.

The Learning Environment is an 
essential part of the platform 
which includes features for 
creating courses, creating 
assessments, and learning.

The Security category includes the 
features that ensure the security 
and privacy of the TechClass 
users.

The Support category includes all 
the features that allow users the 
get support regarding their issues 
internally within the platform.

The Miscellaneous category 
includes some useful features of 
the platform that are not related 
to any other categories.

Gamification Integrations Learning Environment

Management Personalized Learning Reporting and Analytics

Security Support Miscellaneous
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Personalized Learning
The platform adjusts itself to the user requirements.

Features:
Learning Environment

TechClass LMS is a powerful, reliable, and modern solution to manage 
all	educational	affairs.	It	is	designed	to	redefine,	upskill,	and	transform	
online education and help us to deliver beautiful learning experiences.

TechClass community-focused learning environment empowers 
lecturers and organizations to get genuinely connected to their 
students. It acts as a smart assistant by allowing lecturers to avoid 
time-consuming tasks and focus on providing higher-quality material. 
Each student in TechClass LMS will have a well-designed curriculum 
and lots of customized recommendations regarding courses, course 
bundles, and programs.

Simple
An ultimate solution but in the most user-friendly way.

Community-first
Focusing on the power of community and group learning.

Anywhere, anytime
Light and responsive for a device connected to the internet.

Finally,
an LMS
to Love!

:)

Main Parts

Course Space:

After	students	enroll	in	a	course,	they	
can view and consume the learning ma-
terial in the Course Space. The feature 
allows students to do their tasks and 
assignments	and	also	access	files	and	
content shared by the lecturer.

Course Designer:

After	a	lecturer	creates	a	new	course,	
he/she will have access to the Course 
Designer	feature	to	define	the	outline	
of the course and add the learning 
material such as content, exercise, quiz, 
essay, and project.

Content Editor:

Lecturers are provided with a compre-
hensive Content Editor feature that 
helps them create and modify their 
course content. The Content Editor pro-
vides	several	options	to	add	different	
types of text and graphical content and 
change the appearance of the content.
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We constantly and thoroughly moni-
tor, address, and prevent any security 
flaws	to	keep	our	users	and	their	data	
safe.
TechClass	 LMS	 is	 protected	 by	 a	 fire-
wall and is updated with the most re-
cent security updates on a regular ba-
sis.
We examine and automatically 
scan TechClass LMS for well-known 
vulnerabilities using automated 
techniques.
All data exchanged between our server 
and your computer is encrypted using 
SSL/TLS 1.2. This means that if someo-
ne were to "listen in" and try to read or 
decode the data, they would be un-
able to do so.

We have strict password standards in 
place, as well as other secure authen-
tication options. Your passwords are 
kept, hashed, and salted on encrypted 
servers, which means that no one at 
TechClass LMS knows or has access to 
them.
We employ comprehensive monito-
ring systems to visualize performance, 
detect unusual activity patterns, and 
guarantee that our entire infrastruc-
ture is up and running. As a result, 
service performance and uptime are 
excellent. (visit live service status page)
We have an Intrusion Detection and 
Prevention System in addition to the 
protection	provided	by	Microsoft	Azure	
Web Services.

TechClass LMS and GDPR 
Here in TechClass, we have a professional, legal, and ethical 
responsibility to ensure the information we store and pro-
cess	are	entirely	aligned	with	the	principles	of	confidentia-
lity, integrity, privacy and availability. The GDPR comes into 
force on 25th of May 2018, and since the day one, we consi-
dered the GDPR concerns throughout the analysis, design, 
and implementation of the MVP of our platform that we re-
leased on February 2019.

Application Security

TechClass LMS
Security

We cultivate a culture of security at 
TechClass,	 and	 all	 of	 our	 staff	 are	
aware of its importance.
We undertake background checks 
before hiring.
Employees are required to sign 
confidentiality	agreements.
Security and privacy training is 
provided	 to	 all	 staff,	 covering	 best	
security practices, information on 
new threats and vulnerabilities, as 
well as privacy and legal/regulatory 
issues.
On our premises, we never download 
customer data.
We have specialist teams that are 
constantly monitoring regulatory 
and legal requirements, as well 
as enforcing privacy and security 
policies.
We're insured in the event of a cyber-
attack.

Internal Security
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Monitored and 
provided by

99.7% SLA
The services in which TechClass provides 
are backed by a standard 99.7% uptime 
guarantee, provisioned under this Service 
Level Agreement (SLA) - We aim for 
100% uptime, with a guarantee being 
provided for a minimum of 99.6% uptime 
calculated across the period of 1 month; 
therefore we guarantee at least 99.6% 
uptime per calendar month. The SLA 
credit is calculated based upon uptime 
as per our public status reports available 
publicly here. In the event of downtime, 
the TechClass Billing Department will 
review on a case by case basis to provide 
SLA credit 

Microsoft	Azure	Cloud	Services	is	the	only	
place where the TechClass LMS may be 
found. Azure is known for its data centers, 
which are designed to withstand a variety 
of	 threats	 and	 are	 certified	 for	 excellent	
quality and security.

What is Service-
level Agreement 
(SLA)?

A	 service-level	 agreement	 (SLA)	 specifies	
the amount of service you anticipate from 
a vendor, as well as the metrics used to 
assess service, as well as remedies or 
penalties if agreed-upon service standards 
are	 not	 fulfilled.	 It's	 an	 important	 part	 of	
any technology vendor agreement.

Cloud and Partner

* Captured on 26.1.2022. Check out live at https://status.techclass.com or https://stats.uptimerobot.com/rpp2ktrrkz

SLA and
Live Status
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TechClass	 Technology	 Partners	 may	 offer	 applications,	
devices, hardware, and services complementary to the 
TechClass services. TechClass Technology Partners 
leverage the TechClass brand and TechClass’ global 
market	channel	and	benefit	from	a	wide	range	of	marketing	
resources and activities. Such partnerships also enable 
TechClass to provide industry-focused learning material 
aligned with industry trends.

TechClass	has	a	long	history	of	collaborating	with	Microsoft.	
The	partnership	started	when	TechClass	joined	Microsoft	
Bizspark Program in 2017. TechClass provides a vast 
collection	of	programs	and	courses	around	the	Microsoft	
ecosystem.	In	2019	TechClass	joined	Microsoft	for	Startups	
Program, and since then,  the partnership has gotten larger. 
Microsoft	provides	all	the	cloud	infrastructures	to	TechClass	
through	Microsoft	Azure	Cloud	Services.

Microsoft

Tableau products are transforming the way people use data to 
solve problems. Tableau makes analyzing data fast and easy, 
beautiful,	 and	useful.	 It’s	 software	 for	 anyone	and	everyone.	
TechClass	 offers	 a	wide	 variety	 of	 learning	material	 for	 data	
science students to equip themselves with such practical and 
trending knowledge.

tableau

Technology Partners
and Integrations
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ISO 27001
This standard, ISO 27001, proves that we handle information 
security in accordance with what is widely accepted as best 
practice.	 The	 ISO	 27001	 certification	 signifies	 that	 we	 safeguard	
customer	and	employee	data,	handle	risks	efficiently,	and	comply	
to	other	rules	and	regulations.	We	have	obtained	this	certification.

Certificates

Software	From	Finland	Association
The	Finnish	Software	Industry	Association	hereby	recognizes	that	
TechClass	 Oy	 produces	 uncompromised	 software	 according	 to	
Finnish	best	practices,	and	as	such	can	proudly	use	the	Software	
from Finland logo.

ISO 9001
Our adherence to ISO 9001 demonstrates that our products and 
processes	 are	 of	 the	 highest	 quality	 and	most	 efficient.	We	 also	
fulfill	all	regulatory	standards,	as	demonstrated	by	the	standard.

The Strongest in Finland (AA+)
Finland's	 Strongest	 certificate	 is	 awarded	 to	 a	 company	 whose	
credit rating belongs to the two highest categories (AAA or AA+). 
The	certificate	is	a	sign	of	the	company's	positive	financial	ratios,	
creditworthiness, background information and good payment 
behavior.	Finland's	Strongest	certificate	tells	customers,	partners,	
creditors and other stakeholders that co-operation with the 
company	 is	 on	 a	 sustainable	 basis.	 The	 certificate	 is	 based	 on	
Suomen Asiakastieto's Rating Alfa credit rating.

Highest Creditworthiness Award
We	are	proud	to	announce	 that	TechClass	Oy	has	been	certified	
with credit excellence rating AAA, the highest possible credit-
worthiness rating within the Dun & Bradstreet credit risk report. 
Bisnode D&B has been rating companies at international level on 
the basis of their reliability since 1908. Their company information 
and company rating services are among the most extensive 
solutions throughout Europe. This rating demonstrates our 
financial	stability	and	business	reliability	hence	lower	risks	for	our	
clients when doing business with us.

Education Finland
Education Finland is a governmental cluster program supporting 
the best education providers in their growth on the international 
market. The program is coordinated by the Finnish National 
Agency for Education. The program is a hub of Finnish expertise 
and solutions that can help your organization and your target 
groups succeed.
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Release estimation: Mid-2022

Mobile Apps

If TechClass has a global partner in your 
region,	you	can	find	the	partner	from	the	
list of partners on our website. Usually the 
partners	 offer	more	 affordable	 solutions	
with some added value services.

Go to: techclass.com/pages/partners

Partners
No matter where you are, you can visit 
TechClass	 website	 and	 find	 out	 more	
about the upcoming programs and 
offerings.	 You	 may	 directly	 contact	 the	
sales representatives from the website.

Go to: techclass.com

TechClass

Pricing Invent future.

Start _ 
now.

TechClass Learn App

TechClass Manage AppTechClass Teach App
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About TechClass
Mission and Vision

We started TechClass by making our students believe in “Learning Smartly”. We were 
aware of the hardship students have when they are motivated, but they struggle to adapt 
themselves to the material and approaches content providers, universities, or training 
providers	offer	them.	We	believed	in	personalized	education	and	targeting	a	wide	range	

of skills to assure our students will not get lost, and every minute they spend on our 
platform and learning our material counts.

TechClass	 is	 highly	 driven	 by	 internal	 motivation	 for	 finding	
continuous improvements in its business. So far, we have provided 

a portfolio of practical, updated, and trending online courses on 
various IT topics, and such courses have made it possible for 

many students to pursue their careers more easily in the IT 
industry. Through hard work, commitment, and successful 

cooperation with our partners, over 40,000 credits have 
been accomplished by our students to this day.

In addition to course content development, we 
continuously improve our online learning tools as the 
backbone and infrastructure of our business to deliver 
our	 services	 efficiently	 to	 the	 users.	 TechClass	 LMS	 is	

a powerful, reliable, and modern solution to manage 
different	 types	 of	 educational	 affairs,	 from	 delivering	 the	

content to students in a personalized learning environment 
to managing and monitoring the courses and enrollments by 

lecturers,	tutors,	university	staff,	and	even	parents.

TechClass is dedicated to pushing the boundaries of online education.

We’ve	made	 it	 our	mission	 to	define	 the	 state-of-the-art	 in	online	 education	and	personalized	 learning.	
Research at TechClass is aimed at improving various aspects of our business. We employ the latest 
technologies	and	scientific	findings	to	develop	novel	research	ideas	to	improve	our	online	courses	and	our	
learning platform. To maximize the impact of our research, instead of centralizing research into a separate 
department,	our	different	teams	pursue	their	research	both	independently	and	in	collaboration	with	each	
other when necessary.

Company Information

Founded: 2017
Domicile: Helsinki, Finland
Business ID: 2837636-8
VAT ID: FI28376368

Our story keeps getting 
more fascinating!
Be part of our future.

Mission
We are dedicated to shedding light 
on	 different	 directions	 that	 each	
student may choose to release her full 
potential and precisely aim for what 
she is looking for.
We are constantly analyzing the 
industry needs and providing new and 
user-friendly features in our learning 
environment to be able to deliver our 
services in an innovative way to our 
user groups.
We believe people can overcome a 
task in such a perfect way, only if they 
genuinely enjoy what they are doing. 
We are committed to making students 
passionate about what they learn by 
making it fun and pleasant.

Vision
We dream more prominent on an 
international and global scale to make 
high-quality education accessible to 
students from all around the world.
We feel such a great responsibility 
to support our students along the 
journey they start with us to enable 
them to make their dreams happen.
We are committed to constantly 
shifting	 the	 direction	 of	 our	 services	
toward our users’ and partners’ 
requirements	to	fulfill	their	demands.

+ +

5
Years Experience

+15K
Students

7
Research Papers

93%+
Satisfaction
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Find out more:
www.techclass.com


